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Abstract: - The necessity of the companies and organizations to adapt the technological changes of the
computer science takes to formulated key questions: How to measure the security of my organization?, What
type of Computer Science Security needs my company, financial organization, or government? Did my
financial organization counts with aspects of computer science security in the correct areas? What new tools of
computer science security exist? What security strategies we must follow? What is the data stream of
information that needs to be transmitted through the different departments of my organization, in terms of
computer security? What kind of users’ roles exists in terms of organizational security? Is there a way to
classify the information in terms of computer security? In this paper we show a methodology for strategic
planning for the computer science security of diverse companies like Banks and Government, cradle in the
concepts of strategic administration of enterprise politics, which tries to give answers to the questions before
mentioned.
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prioritize the problems to solve, to raise solutions, to
determine the people in charge to make them, to
assign resource to take them to the end and to
establish the form and regularity to measure the
advances [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8].
The strategic administration is applied for the big
companies, but what about of the small companies?
Also they use it although single it is been from the
daily operations of the organization. But a problem
that usually is at the time of applying strategic
administration to the small businesses is the lack of
capital sufficient to operate the opportunities and to
defend themselves before the threats.

1 Introduction
This paper proposes to use of techniques for the
strategic administration to provide computer science
security to companies, financial organizations and
government.
The strategic administration or also well-known
as strategic planning is the art or science to
formulate, to implement and to evaluate the interfunctional decisions that allow the organization to
reach their objectives; in other words the strategic
planning is a set of actions that must be developed
to obtain the strategic targets, which implies to
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The formal strategic planning with its modern
characteristics was introduced in some commercial
companies in the middle of 1950. In 1954 Peter
Drucker mentions that: "the strategy requires that
the managers analyze their present situation and that
they change it in necessary case, knowledge that
resources has the company and which must have".
In 1962 Alfred Chandler mentions that: "the element
that determine the basic goals of the company, in the
long term, as well as the adoption of courses of
action and allocation of resources to reach the
goals".
The Strategic Planning is the logical answer to
the necessities of search an uncertain, complex and
changing future. It is a diligent process of
information compilation, to analyze it, of search the
future, producing ideas and to formalize plans. It is
an opportune route that follows a methodology,
applies varied technical and counts on the creative
analytical capacity in those who participates in the
strategic planning. For example, where we are? To
define the present strategic position (present
positioning), To where we go? Search the future and
to predict consequences (descriptive positioning),
To where we would have to go? = to project to the
organization with the strategic position that it must
have the future (normative positioning).
The strategic planning in the world of the
businesses is the plan to obtain the best yield of the
resources. It is the form by means of which a
corporation canalizes efforts to be different itself
positively from its competitors, using its relative
advantages to satisfy better its clients [19].
The Strategic Planning is a continuous process
whose modifications go in direct function of the
changes observed in the environmental context and
closely are related to the sensitivity of external
which they affect his organization[19].
The Strategic Planning prepares to the high
direction to undertake changes, to take advantage of
such, allows to optimize the benefits and to diminish
its problems, risks and threats [21].
An effective program of planning consists of
providing a guide for the executives in all the
aspects of a business to make compatible decisions
with the goals and strategies from high direction,
understanding the concept of strategy like: the
development and advantage of the internal capacity
to face different challenges; like answer or
anticipation to the changes of the environment; as
the form to compete in the market; like the vision of
long term or the challenge that turns out to ask In
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what place we are? And In what place we would
have to be? The strategy like the bond between the
objectives that are persecuted, the required
programs of action and resources and what the
strategy treats, which distinguishes it of all the other
types of planning of the businesses is, in a word the
competitive advantage, since the only intention of
the strategic planning comes to be to allow that the
company obtains with the greater possible efficiency
a sustainable advantage on its competitors.
Therefore
the
strategy
concept
has
a
multidimensional character [21].
The planning tries to say, What to do? How to do
it? Where to do it? Who is going it to do? When to
do it?, it is a process that indicates each action early
or activity that is due to make.
The planning is an activity that gives the answers
previously to the previous questions, related with
the four basic areas of all company: production,
markets, finances and this relation depend the life
on the company.
The main intention of the strategic planning
consists of discovering the future opportunities and
dangers to elaborate plans or to operate or to avoid
them.
The planning strategic process is to formulate
masterful strategies and programs. The masterful
strategy is defined as basic missions, intentions,
objectives and policies, whereas the program
strategies are related to the acquisition, use and
disposition of the resources for specific projects.
The strategic planning has not been used or
adapted for the computer science security to date of
elaboration of this paper, which indicates that it is
an excellent niche of investigation.
The strategic planning adapted in the computer
science security is observed in many senses as a
military strategy, which take advantage of their
forces to operate the vulnerabilities of the
competitors or the attackers, if the computer science
security strategy [9,10,11] is not effective, then nor
all the efficiency of the world will be enough to
provide a good security.
In section 2 will be comment the general process
to provide computer science security, describing the
formulation of the security strategy, its
implementation of the security strategy, and on the
way to evaluate computer science security strategic.
In section 3 are quantitative tools to measure the
performance of the strategy of computer science
security. In Section 4 we propose generic strategies
for the computer science security.
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systems with which the users interacted?
Whereupon technology of computer science security
counts the organization? It is necessary to mention
that the security mission does not have to contradict
to the enterprise mission; one must be complement
of the other with the purpose of assuring that the
company counts on greater computer science
security.
2. Identify the external opportunities and
threats of security for the company or financial
organization. The opportunities and threats are
outside the reach of the organization, about
technological changes, new computer science
vulnerabilities, virus, phishing, pharming, new
heuristic algorithms for attacks detection and
improvements for the prediction of possible
computer science attacks.
In order to identify the opportunities and threats it
is necessary to make audits to verify the logical and
physical security of the organization, with the
external audit it is possible to obtain a finite list of
opportunities and threats that can repel on the
organization. Towards it the organization knows and
is able to respond in offensive or defensive form to
the threats that appear.
3. Define the forces and vulnerabilities in the
matter of computer science security. There are those
activities that can control the organization at diverse
levels. For example, errors in the network devices
configurations are because they don’t have an
intrusion detection system, or neither have an expert
in computer science security within the
organization.
No company has same forces and vulnerabilities
in all its areas. In order to determine the forces and
vulnerabilities that exist in the matter of computer
science security it is necessary to make internal
audits.
The process to make an internal audit is similar
to the external audit, with the only difference in
which it stops to make an internal audit is required
to collect, to assimilate and to evaluate data of the
procedures that the members of the organization
make to be able to determine that actions are
making badly or good in the matter of computer
science security.
4. Establish long term objectives in the matter of
computer science security. They are specifics results
in the matter of computer science security of more
than a year of duration, feel the bases to plan and to
motivate with effectiveness the use of the computer
science security in the organization. Objectives for
the complete organizational organization and each
one of the divisions are due to establish.

the

The planning strategic like science to formulate,
implement and evaluate decisions of Computer
Science Security that allow the company, financial
organization and governments to reach their
objectives about computational security.
The strategic planning for the computer science
security consists of 3 phases:
1. The Strategic formulation of computer science
security. It consists of formulating the mission of
computer science security of the company or
financial organization, identifying the external
opportunities and threats of security to the company
or financial organization, define the forces and
vulnerabilities in the computer science security,
establishing long term objectives and generate
strategies of computer science security.
2. Implement the strategy of computer science
security. The financial organization or company will
have to establish annual objectives to maintain the
security computer science, devise policies of
computer science security, and motivate the
employees to follow the politics of computer
science security and to assign resources for it.
3. Evaluation of the strategy of computer science
security. In order to evaluate the strategy of
computer science security the internal and external
factors are due to review, to measure the
performance of the computer science security
strategy and to make remedial actions to the
strategy.

2.1 Formulation of the
Computer Science Security

Strategy

of

The formulation of the computer science security
strategy consists of five phases (Fig.1):
1. Formulate the mission of computer science
security of the company or financial organization. It
describes the values and the priorities in the matter
of computer science security of the company,
financial organization or government. It is necessary
to analyze the actual and future reaches of the tools
of computer science security in the computer
science market.
The declaration of the security mission can vary
as far as content and format, but in general it is a
statement with the mission of computer science
security, is important that it contains basic aspects
of computer science security for the company, for
example, how it is the level of computer science of
the users? How they are the main applications or
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In addition to the writing of the mission of
computer science security, it is necessary to define
objective to long, medium and short term in the
matter of computer science security.
The objectives can be defined as the results of
computer science protection that it tries to reach an
organization by means of the fulfillment of his
mission of security. The security objectives must be
reasonable, consistent and clear; can be to short,
medium and long term.
The last element of this phase is the policies of
computer science security; the policies are the
average ones to fulfill the objectives of short,
medium and long term.
The policies of computer science security must
contain the established rules to reinforce the
activities to effect to reach the defined objectives of
security.
The policies of computer science security must
be created for each computer science assets of the
company, and must contain rules for the users of the
information and the people in charge to administer
the information of the organization.
5. Generate strategies of computer science
security. They are the way to obtain the long term
objectives in the matter of computer science
security.
The generation of strategies would be incomplete
if the strategies are not implemented, is to say the
organization after it establishes the objectives, and
creates security policies.
It is necessary to develop a culture that maintains
the strategy in the organization; some times the
employees of the organization are customary to
diminish excellent aspects for the computer science
security generally.
The change of mentality is very difficult for
some employees, reason for which the
implementation of the policies and objectives of
security of the organization must of being
established by means of an effective and effective
organizational procedure.
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Fig.1 Strategic formulation of the computer
science security
2.2 Implement the Strategy of Computer
science Security
The implementation of the strategy of computer
science security consists of two phases (Fig.2):
1. Establish annual objectives to maintain the
security computer science. They are the goals that
are due to reach in the short term to obtain the long
term objectives, must be organized in precedence of
the computer science factor of safety.
2. Make computer science security policies [10,
11]. They are procedures and established rules to
maintain the computer science security in the
organization, serve to reach the annual objectives.
It is necessary to motivate the employees to do
the policies of computer science security and assign
resources to maintain them in operation.

Fig. 2 Implement the strategy of computer science
security.
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2.3 Evaluation of the Strategy of Computer
Science Security
In the evaluation of the strategy of computer science
security exists 3 phases (Fig.3):
1. Review the internal and external factors in the
matter of Computer Science Security. Verify the
existing security on which at the moment the
organization counts, as well as technologies and
mechanisms to provide computer science security.
2. Measure the performance strategy of the
computer science security (to see section 3).
3. Take remedial actions to the strategy of
computer science security. Modify the strategy in
case of being necessary.
Fig.4 Matrix RT.

3.2 Matrix
of
Vulnerabilities (MV)

3 Tools to measure the performance
of the computer science security
The matrixes of the strategic planning for the
Computer Science Security are excellent methods to
measure the performance of the security strategies.

Recommendations

and

The procedure to elaborate a matrix RT consists of
the following steps:
1. A list between 10 and 20 factors
(recommendations and threats), must of being
external factors to the organization in the matter of
computer science security.
2. Assign a value between 0.0 (it is not
important) and 1.0 (it is very important) the sum of
all the values must give 1.0, in some cases the
values of threads would be greater than the values of
the recommendations when the threats are serious
3. Assign a qualification from 1 to 4 to each one
of the elements of the list in case that the
organization this reacting with effectiveness,
4=Answer superior, 3=Superior to the average,
1=Answer average 2=Answer badly.
4. Multiply the value by its qualification to
obtain result of the factor.
5. Add the results of the factors.
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and

The procedure to elaborate a matrix MV consists of
the following steps:
1. A list between 10 and 20 factors (mechanisms
and vulnerabilities), must of being internal factors to
the organization in the matter of computer science
security.
2. Assign a value between 0.0 (it is not
important) and 1.0 (it is very important). The total
of all the values must be 1.0.
3. Assign a qualification from 1 to 4 for each one
of the elements of the list, 1= greater vulnerabilities,
2=smaller vulnerabilities, 3=mechanisms provides
minor security, 4=mechanisms provides greater
security.
4. Multiply the value by its qualification to
obtain result of the factor.
5. Add the results of the factors.

Fig.3 Evaluation of the strategy of computer science
security.

3.1 Matrix of
Threats (RT)

Mechanisms

Fig.5 Matrix MV.
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3.3 Matrix
of
Vulnerabilities,
Recommendations, Threats and Mechanisms
(VRTM)

3.4 Quantitative matrix of the strategic
planning of the computer science security
(MCPE-SI)
The procedure to elaborate matrix MCPE-SI
consists of the following steps:
1. Make a list of the recommendations,
threats, mechanisms and vulnerabilities, the list
can be obtained from matrices MV and RT.
2. Adjudge values to each one of the factors,
these are the same to the obtained ones in
matrices MV and RT.
3. Analyze the strategies MR, VR, TM and
VT obtained from matrix VRTM and position
in the superior row of matrix MCPE-SI.
4. Determine the qualifications for each
strategy, 1=Not attractive, 2=some attractive,
3=So much attractive, 4=Very attractive.
5. Calculate the result of the qualifications,
multiplying the values of the weights by the
qualifications.
6. Calculate the total of the sum of the
results of the qualifications. The difference of
totals for each one of the strategies indicates the
order in that it is due to apply the strategies of
computer science security.

The procedure to elaborate the Matrix of
Vulnerabilities, Recommendations, Threats and
Mechanisms (VRTM) consist of the following steps:
1. Position the list of the vulnerabilities found in
the corresponding square.
2. Position the list of security mechanisms
whereupon it counts the company in the
corresponding square.
3. Position the list of threats in the corresponding
square.
4. Position the list of the recommendations or
opportunities whereupon it counts the company to
protect the computer science assets in the
corresponding square.
5.
Adapt
the
mechanisms
to
the
recommendations and register the resulting
strategies MR in the corresponding square
(Mechanisms+ Recommendations =strategiesMR).
6.
Adapt
the
vulnerabilities
to
the
recommendations and register resulting strategies
VR in the corresponding square (Vulnerabilities+
Recommendations = strategiesVR).
7. Adapt the mechanisms to the threats and
register resulting strategies MT in the corresponding
square (Mechanisms + Threats = strategiesMR).
8. Adapt the vulnerabilities to the threats and
register the strategies VT resulting in the
corresponding square (Vulnerabilities + Threads =
strategiesVT).

Fig.6 Matrix VRTM
Fig.7. Matrix MCPE-SI
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The obtained total value for each strategy will
determine the order whereupon the activities related
to the strategy will be made.
For example, if two strategies with total value
of 2 and 1.3 exist, the first strategy that will be due
to make is the strategy with greater value.

4 Generic Strategies for the computer
science security of Ruiz-Vanoye
As result of the strategic planning for the computer
science security are the strategies to provide greater
security to the organization, banking organization,
company, and government.
The obtained strategies can be: Update of
security patches, installation of an intrusion
detection system, hiring of two experts of computer
science security to form the group of administrators
of the computer science security.
In this paper show a generic strategies proposed
that group strategies obtained of matrix MCPE-SI to
provide computer science security:
1. Defensive strategies of security. They are the
strategies that conforms is detected the security
problem in the same way are solved one by one.
For example, the establishment of policies of
security focused to prevent infections with virus,
and the use non-adapted of the technologies of the
information.
In addition to qualification on the suitable use of
the technologies of the information in the matter of
computer science security, distribution of
information updated with respect to security
problems that could damage the information of the
company.
2. Aggressive strategies of security. They are
those strategies that are known colloquial way like
paranoiacs strategies, which are those strategies that
are used when not to trust of all the computer
science activities those are made in the organization.
In addition to being strategies of automatic
solution and counterattack in case of existing a
problem of computer science security.
For example, avoiding of automatic way the uses
of certain activities through Internet, supervising
with detectors of intruders to the company, to act of
automatic way detects of internal or external
intruder and to counterattack to protect the
information of the company; to have an expert in
computer science security able to defend with the
attack to the information of the company, to
mention some examples.

3.5 Indicators of the computer science
security
The determination of the threat and the risk is
within a specialized field, and you can be that it
is necessary a consultant of the security or a
specialist of the risk to determine the diverse
aspects of the security.
But, the next security indicator of computer
science was created to measure the security (or
insecurity) degree that has the organization or
company. We propose an indicator of the risk of
the security (equation 1).
Risk = MatrixRT .T + MatrixMV .T
(1)
Where MatrixRT.T is the total value
obtained in the Matrix of Recommendations
and Threads, MatrixMV.T is the total value
obtained in the Matrix of Mechanisms and
Vulnerabilities. The risk balances the total
danger that a particular threat raises with the
security mechanisms of the company.
In other words, the that we propose to
measure the whichever security has a company
this given based on the obtained value of the
risk to which this exposed the company
Later altogether with the indicator of Risk
another indicator of prioritization will be used,
the indicator will have to use the value obtained
in the Risk indicator and to multiply it against
the value of the assets, with the purpose of
being able to have another mechanism to
measure the degree of security and importance
of the assets (information, server and network
problems costs or active cost) to be able to
make the corresponding decisions (equation 2).
Pr ioritization = Risk * active cos t
(2)
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authorized transaction of any confidential
company’s patrimonial active, in order to harm
others, caused by any mean, virus infection or
another way that can destroy, modify, stop or
cause any kind of damage to the data, software,
electronic files or databases.

5 Roles of the computer science
security managers
The computer systems’ data are in latent danger for
many and various reasons: user’s mistakes or
intentional and fortuities attacks. Unintentional
accidents could happen, causing that some persons
could try to attack the system in advantage to access
it and interrupt the running services, cripple the
systems or modify, delete or stole the company’s
information.

6 Conclusions
The use of the strategic planning in questions of
computer science security is an excellent
mechanism to administer aspects of security in any
organization. The matrixes of the strategic planning
are quantitative and high-priority mechanisms to
define the actions or strategies to follow. In matrix
RT and MV is recommended to obtain values
superior to 2, if values smaller to 2 are obtained we
considered that the company this too sensible one to
problems of computer science security.
It is necessary to consider that the security
depends on the grade of paranoia we have, i.e. the
more security we want, the more we need to wary
anyone and anything, and ask ourselves if the used
security technologies are providing us the necessary
protection [12].
Also it is recommendable which the security
audit that is made to the company was realized by
experts in the area and not by those companies that
single makes an analysis of detection of open ports
and lack of updates to the operating systems.
And within the company to have experts in
administration of the information technologies on
which it counts the company, that only this
dedicating to solve problems of computer science
security, that tells on ethics, that knows the value of
the information of the company.
In order to conclude we think that the use of the
strategic planning in the area of computer science
security will be used for the manager decision
making within the company with the purpose of
safeguard the information and the prestige of her.
And non-single to give a false sense of security but
to approach standards of security on which it can
count the company.

5.1 Managers of the computer science
security
It is really important that the company recruit a
group of computer security experts, it could be
a group or even only one person dedicated only
and exclusively to manage the company’s
computer science security.
The administrators must count on ethics in
the matter of computer science security.
The ethics can be defined as the principles of
conduct of the security administrators and serve
as guide for the decision making of the
administrators.
The ethics of the computer science security
does not only apply to the administrators of the
security, must apply for all the elements of the
organization.
The ethics code can serve as base to
elaborate political of security that will serve as
guide for the conduct and the decisions within
the organization.

5.2 Confidential
information
for
the
managers of computer science security
It is also important to avoid that, without
authorization, the security’s responsible get
access, use or modify, in order to affect others,
confidential personal or familiar information
from others that could be found in the
company’s files or any other computer or
electronic support or in any other files or public
or private registries.
Also, it is necessary to avoid that the
information reveals ideologist postures,
religious or personal beliefs, health status, race
or sexual preferences; the managers of
computer science security don’t get it with
profit intentions and using any informatics trick
or social manipulation, someone gets a non-
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